Monthly Newsletter
July Issue 2018

Join in the Celebrations at 4EB
on 12 August

Radio 4EB
Celebrating 30 years of broadcasting from Kangaroo Point
and 39 years On-Air in 2018
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This Month...
Welcome to the July Issue Newsletter
and there’s plenty to catch up on this
month with news on the station’s 30th
celebration day coming up, news from
the Scottish, German and Serbian
Groups. The Radio Training page this
month has news on the panel training
course.
See the photos of our new panel
operators for the month across several

groups too.
Remember to keep us all informed on
your group events in 2018 by sending
through your contributions and photos
for our next Issue to be published on
20 August. The closing date for all material will be 5.00pm Monday 13th August.
Editor - Jeffrey Milne

4EB 30th Celebration - Sunday 12 August

Radio 4EB will celebrate 30 years
of broadcasting from its Kangaroo
Point Studio complex next month
on Sunday 12 August.
The planning committee has put
together a huge event to take

place on the grounds of 4EB mostly in the covered car park area
which will be hosting multicultural
and educational stalls and food.
A big part of the day will be entertainment supplied by numerous
multicultural musicians and groups
on a portable stage.
Station Manager, Jo Pratt is very
excited with the station’s plans for
the event which began well before
she started in her new role.
“This is exactly what the radio station should be doing to mark this
milestone event,” she said.

The Next Broadcast/Induction
Information Session

“ I’m really looking forward to
meeting all of the community
groups that will be attending and
the local community as well,”.

Applications are now being
accepted for the
Next Panel Training classes
due to begin in September

To be held on Tues Night
7 August at 6.15pm

Monday Nights
6 - 8pm & 8 - 10pm
and
Thursdays 12noon - 2pm

RISE - 4EB & GLOBAL Digital Conversations
with Dr Kim Mackenzie

July: ‘Stories around the Fireplace’ The important role of story-telling
in the Fire Services.
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Festivals in Brisbane

Brisbane 19 July - 5 August, 2018
The Scandinavian Film Festival is
currently on in Brisbane and is celebrating the best in Nordic cinema
with all films to be showcased at
Palace Cinemas. This year’s strong
program features award winning
films from across Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Iceland and Finland
with many being screened as Australian Premieres.
From Denmark you can see
the winner of best screenplay and
Best Actress at the Danish Academy Awards, ‘A Horrible Woman’ . This is a dark comedy which
cleverly explores a dysfunctional
relationship from the man’s point
of view. Norway’s foreign language
Oscar entry, ‘Thelma’, a supernatural drama about a student who

moves to Oslo where she discovers
she has terrifying powers. Other
top line films to be shown through
the festival include ‘What Will
People Say’, winner of the audience award at the 2018 Goteborg
Film Festival, ‘Winter Brothers’, a
multi-award winning drama including Best Film at the 2018 Danish
Academy Awards and the Comedy
Amateurs’ which won best Nordic
Film at the Goteborg Film Festival.

See the full program online at
scandinavianfilmfestival.com
or Palace Cinemas.
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Scottish Program News
with a population of just under
5,000.
In
The town is most famous for adits Strathisla Distillery plant, the
oldest continuously operating distillery in Scotland. Originally founded as the Milltown Distillery by
Scottish Group Vice Convenor,
George Taylor and Alexander Milne
Grace Watkins received some good in 1786 and the land was leased
news this month, “I’m on cloud 9
from the Earl of Seafield. In 1879,
or is that cloud 372”, Isn’t modern the Distillery was damaged by fire
technology just great,” she said.
but was re-built with a bottling
One hour of our Scottish Pro- plant. It was bought in 1940 by Jay
grame is now being re-played on
Pomeroy and then acquired by
Scotland’s Keith Community Radio James Barclay of Chivas Bros. It is
station KCR 107.7FM. They are
still the headquarters of the fanaming the programme 4EB Ausmous Chivas Regal.
tralia and it is scheduled to play on
Saturday evenings from 7-8pm and
then again on Sunday mornings
from 10-11am. The programme
has already received some positive
feedback from the local Scottish
dition to this claim of fame the
community.
town was more recently in the
The Scottish Group would
news for producing the tartan
like to express their thanks to Alex
skirts and uniforms for the ComOliver for his input into this project
monwealth Games held on the
and Eddie Stewart from KCR for
Gold Coast.
Strathisla Distillery
making this happen.
The Buckie Quine
Keith, is a small town in the Moray
Grace Watkins
council area in north-east Scotland
Vice Convenor

4EB Staff News
Radio 4EB has welcomed a new
staff member this month announcing Dilpreet Kaur as Chris Green’s
replacement as the station’s Financial Officer.
Dilpreet comes to 4EB qualified with a wealth of financial experience through her involvement
in numerous commercial financial
companies.

Listen to any program
on 4EB and Global
anytime, anywhere.
Click On Demand on
the 4EB website.

4eb.org.au

NEMBC Annual Conference will be held in Perth
23 - 25 November 2018
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German Group News - Laternenfest 4 August

It was feared this year’s annual
ilies would be cancelled but thanks
“Laternenfest” (Lantern Parade),
to the 4EB German Group who inone of the biggest events on the
tervened and saved the event.
calendar for German Speaking famThe Brisbane German Lan-

guage school could not use their
regular venue this year for their
parade but following talks with Radio 4EB and school representatives,
a new plan was organised to keep
this special kids magical event
alive. Thanks 4EB.
The Laternenfest event will
now be held on the grounds of 4EB
on 4 August. Come along and enjoy the event to be held late afternoon with German food, drinks,
music. A book stall and of course
the lantern parade after dusk which
will travel down to Captain Burke
Park. So now you can embrace
your (inner) German and start
crafting your lantern.
All welcome to join in this celebration of a wonderful tradition.

Serbian Group News - Documentary Film
in this top prize winner at
Amsterdam’s International
Documentary Film Festival.

Accessible, informative and wryly
humorous, the film uses
Srbijanka's tastefully decorated
residence as a prism through
When filmmaker Mila Turajlić’s
which to view the woman, her
mother, Srbijanka, was a child, her turbulent times and the
family’s apartment in Belgrade was complicated history of the former
physically divided by the
Yugoslavia. – Neil Young, The
communist regime to
Hollywood Reporter
accommodate multiple families. A
door to the ‘other side’ remained
It's a vivid and nuanced portrait of
permanently locked: a reminder of a country too often judged from
the past, and a visual metaphor of the outside, still divided by what
Serbia’s unknown or unexpressed happened, and conscious of the
history. Srbijanka is an outspoken fact that there can be no easy
academic and politician – making solutions. – Elena Lazic,
A special screening of an award
for highly entertaining dinner
Seventh Row.
winning Serbian Documentary
parties.
Her
filmmaker
daughter
Film: ‘The Other Side Of Everycleverly uses her activist mother’s
Billie Lettic
thing’ directed by Mila Turajlic
discussions,
family
history
and
will be shown in two cinemas on 9
unique home, along with archival
August. The first will be at the
photographs and footage, to
Elizabeth Picture theatre from
explore her country’s troubled
12:00 - 15:00 while the second
past. Along the way, Mila and her
screening will take place at New
Farm Cinemas from 16:00 - 18:00. mother question each generation’s
responsibility to Serbia’s wellbeing,
in this deeply personal and
A mysterious locked door in a
political documentary.
Belgrade apartment becomes a
Scene from ‘The Other Side of Everything’
symbol of Serbia’s divisive history
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Radio 4EB and GLOBAL Digital - ‘It’s all about the language’
course with instruction given at the
beginning of each lesson. Notes
are provided each week and participants are required to keep these
notes to assist them in personal
training after week 2 and it’s also
good to keep them for future reference while undertaking studio
work. Global Digital instruction is
also given during the course once
the broadcast concepts are understood in the 4EB training studio.
This course is open to all members
of 4EB and the good thing it is a
benefit of membership. All new
members are required to pay two
The next Panel Training course is
years in advance.
due to start next Monday night 23 It is a 7 week hands on course and
July with two classes being run
you are required to undertake at
from 6-8pm and also from 8-10pm. least 3 practice sessions after week
All classes are full with a wait list. 2 to be ready for your practical test
Remember, I can only take 8 in
in week 7.
each class as this is a practical
The practical test will show
From the Training Desk
with Jeffrey Milne
4EB Training Coordinator

competence in studio operation by
being able to read a running sheet,
set up a studio, effect a take-over
procedure and being able to
smoothly transition from music to
voice to computer back to music.
It is also good to know that the
panel training course does not
make you an expert in the studio.
As this is a new skill learned it will
require further practice to become
an efficient panel operator.

July broadcast session photo

The July Broadcast and Induction session held at 4EB

Next Broadcast session to be held on Tuesday Night 7 August at 6.15pm
The next Panel Training Classes will begin in mid-September for Thursday afternoons and
Monday Nights. Register your interest today with group approval.
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CBAA Annual Conference 8-10 November - Gold Coast
The CBAA annual Radio conference returns to the
Gold Coast in 2018 at the Gold Coast Convention
Centre. This is the largest annual community radio
gathering—a chance to network, be inspired and develop your knowledge and skills.
The CBAA conference is your opportunity to:




Hear from experts and leaders from within and outside the community radio sector.
Attend informative and hands-on sessions covering



everything from leadership and management, to
station tech and content programming, finances and
community engagement.
Connect with other broadcasters from all over Australia, as well as sector organisations like the Community Broadcasting Foundation (CBF), Community
Media Training Organisation (CMTO), and the
CBAA's board and staff.

Celebrate some of the year's best work with old friends
and new at the CBAA Community Radio Awards.

The Rise of Podcasting in Australian Media
Podcasting in Australia is still a relatively new broadcasting platform
and while some have embraced the
idea of being an active listener or
creator there are many who are still
to find out about this new and exciting way of presenting a message to
an audience.
A recent report by a leading
national commercial radio network
has explored the rise of podcasting
and discovered that it is now Australia’s fastest growing on-demand
audio medium with around 3.5 million listeners between the ages of
18 - 64. Breaking the statistics down
shows this is on an upward trajectory with 20% of podcasters being
listed as new. Current listeners
listed are now listening to the medium even more than they were 12
months ago.

port also found that nearly half of
podcast listeners were likely to influence others around them in their
circle of friends or through work
contacts. Advertising is now becoming a real prospect and a real benefit for podcasts that seek commercial opportunities to support their
projects.

I mentioned Crime podcasts
were on the rise here in Australia
and it seems while it is early days
here it has already reached a high in
other markets particularly in the
USA where there are thousands producing their own podcasts alongside
TV and radio networks who have
the real resources and production
teams to produce high quality, well
researched themes. Some are evensolving Cold Cases that have been
around for over 30 years. It is not
uncommon for some of these cases
This represents new opportu- now to be re-opened following or
nities for broadcasters and listeners during a podcast season all due to a
who would like to hear more of their new wave of crime sleuths.
favourites and we’re not talking music but a range of lifestyle topics,
In Australia, the ABC Listen
interesting interviews, specialist mu- App has recently released a podcast
sic programs, language programs
called ‘Blood on the Tracks’ about
and crime stories which are rapidly the death of a young boy on the rail
growing an audience here in Ausline near Tamworth. This has been
tralia similar to a crime wave which a Cold Case for over 30 years but is
is gripping the USA podcast market. now being re-investigated due to
new evidence. I first heard about
Like any online medium, met- this and the podcast phenomenon in
rics are easy to gather and measure Sydney in January this year and
have listened to many crime podover time so feedback can be instant for newcomers to this growing casts now mainly from overseas and
can see how they are taking the
industry. The recently released re-

market by storm with listenership
steadily increasing. The length of
the podcast is paramount to its success and most are around the 50-60
minute mark. Some are closer to 40
minutes and the reason for this is
that most can listen to an episode
while commuting to and from work.
Another major investigative
podcast series to reach big numbers
is called ’The Teacher’s Pet’ produced in Australia and supported by
The Australian Newspaper. This has
just become one of the most successful launches of its kind amassing nearly half a million downloads
since its first release. Due to this
kind of interest this podcast is close
to having the case re-opened with a
possible trial which is the obvious
goal and bringing with it a conclusion and closure for the family involved.
The series is released via
Whooshkaa with CEO Rob Loewenthal mentioning this kind of success
is unprecedented. It now holds the
number 1 spot on the Australian
iTunes podcast charts.
What does all this mean for
community broadcasters? Well it
has opened up real opportunities for
broadcasters to consider a podcast.
Topics can vary but the good thing
is we now know there will be an audience out there somewhere.
Jeffrey Milne
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Brisbane continues to be a great place to live, work
and relax. It’s also a safe, vibrant, sustainable and
prosperous city, valued for its relaxed subtropical
lifestyle and also its leisure opportunities. The 201819 Budget is an economic plan to achieve the above
centred on the key principles on Mobility, Liveability
and Sustainability.
The Mobility pledge will look at changing the
way people move and connect in our city. Liveability
is demonstrated by supporting more major events,
local markets and better facilities for all people to
enjoy while sustainability is represented by delivering
new parks and greenspaces. This is for all Brisbane
residents to enjoy.

The Brisbane City Council is supporting young people
between the ages of 17-25 to boost their job prospects with their Youth Employability Program. The
scheme is expected to not only offer young people
opportunities but also develop their employability
skills through networking, Q & A sessions and practical tips for achieving success. The workshops will be
held in June, August and October. Hosted by generation YOU the innovative program will help build the
local economy ensuring the city continues to attract
and retain skilled workers.
To find out more visit www.brisbane.qld.gov.au
or call Council on (07) 3403 8888.

Radio 4EB is using social media to reach an even bigger multicultural audience. Encourage
your friends to LIKE the 4EB page on Facebook as well as their language group Facebook
page. Show your support, get the latest 4EB News on your language group, find out about
events and station information by staying in touch through Facebook. ...4eb.org.au

Global Digital Program Guide

...Enjoy listening to an eclectic mix of world music in between language programs
Monday
5.30pm
7.00pm
8.00pm
9.00pm
10.00pm
11.00pm

The Wire
Tamil
Asia Calling
Filipino
Persian
Arabic

Tuesday
3.00pm
5.30pm
6.00pm
7.00pm
8.00pm
9.00pm
11.00pm

Richard’s Traditional Jazz
The Wire
Portuguese
Persian
Arabic
Filipino
Arabic

Wednesday
5.30pm
6.00pm
7.00pm
9.00pm
11.00pm

The Wire
The Tiki Lounge
Tamil
Filipino
Arabic

Thursday
1.30pm
2.00pm
4.30pm
5.30pm
6.00pm
8.00pm
9.00pm
10.00pm
11.00pm

Fair Comment
Maori
The Captain’s Hour
All things American
The Wire
Punjabi
Fijian
Filipino
Studio D’Essai
Arabic

Friday
8.00am
BEMAC
9.00am
Spanish
3.30pm
Men’s & Women’s Stories
4.30pm
1st Friday
( Multi-communities Gold Coast)
3rd Friday
( Middle East Stories)
5.30pm
The Wire
7.00pm
Tamil
9.00pm
Japanese

Saturday
9.00am
10.00am
3.00pm
5.00pm
7.00pm
8.00pm

German
Samoan
Slovenian
Dutch
Tamil
Cantonese

Sunday
8.00am
2.00pm
4.00pm
6.00pm
7.00pm
8.00pm

Telugu
Scottish
Punjabi
Swara Lahari
Tamil
Samoan
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Upcoming Dates

Studio and 4EB Photos

August 2018

Javad - Persian

Sergiu - Romanian

Shelley - Multicultural

Congratulations
to all
of our new
panel operators
this month
Huong -Vietnamese

13

Executive Meeting TBC

13

Board Meeting

16

Monthly Convenor’s Meeting

Radio 4EB 30th Anniversary Raffle
Tickets for the 4EB 30th Anniversary of broadcasting at Kangaroo
Point draw can be purchased from
the office during normal office
hours.
First Prize: 1 Bedroom Apartment
Holiday Accommodation at Golden
Beach Resorts. * Conditions Apply*
There are also Minor prizes too.
The Draw will take place at 4EB’s
AGM on 16 September 2018.

CBAA Awards Night 8 - 10 November, 2018

4EB Sponsors - Show your support

1300 117 007

Sina World Travel Logan
Logan Central Plaza

Import Auto Centre
104 Kingston Road
UNDERWOOD

07 3208 9992

Radio 4EB FM is a not-for-profit volunteer driven community radio station formally known as the Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Limited (EBAQ) has been broadcasting continuously since December 1979.
Originally formed by a group of Brisbane residents who were interested in creating an ethnic radio station and to
provide an essential service to diverse communities.
Today the station has made its mark as one of the most successful ethnic community radio stations broadcasting 24
hours a day, seven days a week in over 50 languages.
The success of the station is due to a strong membership base of over 4000, a combination of more than 700 volunteers, a small but dedicated team of staff and state of the art technology to broadcast News, Information and
Entertainment to listeners in South - East Queensland.

Radio 4EB (EBAQ)
Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd
P.O. Box 7300, East Brisbane, 4169
140 Main Street, Kangaroo Point QLD 4169
Phone
07 3240 8600
Studio
07 3240 8686
Fax
07 3240 8633
Email info@4eb.org.au
Web
www.4eb.org.au

Disclaimer
This newsletter is for general information purposes only. The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd. The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of
Queensland Ltd has taken all reasonable measures to ensure that the material contained in this newsletter is correct. However, The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd gives no warranty and accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or the completeness of the material. Readers are advised not to rely solely on this information when making any decision. Readers should seek independent advice before making any decision. The material
may include the views or recommendations of third parties, and does not necessarily reflect the views of The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd, or indicate a commitment to a particular course of action.
The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd reserves the right at any time to make changes as it deems necessary.
Copyright Statement
The contents of this newsletter are subject to copyright under the laws of Australia and through international treaties of other countries. The copyright in materials in this newsletter as a whole is owned by The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd. In line with the fair dealing provisions of the Copyright Act 1968, please feel free to reproduce the whole or parts of this newsletter for personal, educational or any other non-commercial
purposes, provided that The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd is clearly acknowledged (“©The Ethnic Broadcasting Association of Queensland Ltd”). No other use is permitted without written permission.
Please email such requests and enquiries to: info@4eb.org.au

